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Summary
This article gives an overview of a measurement system based on surface acoustic wave technology (SAW) to determine
operation condition of bearings and there opportunity’s. Bearing faults are mainly caused by bad lubrication and operation
conditions. The ability to recognize these conditions, gives the possibility to counteract the fault mechanism. The technology
of SAWs is integrated in BeMoS® (Bearing Monitoring System). By using special transmitter and receiver, it generates the
SAWs at the bearing ring and allows a look inside the bearing. BeMoS® surveys the conditions of operation and gives the
opportunity to recognize these conditions, starting from slip events in cylinder roller bearing which destroy the surfaces of
the rolling contact partners, via the changes in the cinematic of spindle bearings to the contamination of water in the
bearings. Additionally, BeMoS® can give the possibility to react and to adapt the maintenance or to adapt the process
parameters to avoid the breakdown of bearings.

1. Introduction
The reliability of the production processes plays an
important role in the automated manufacturing. The
disruption of one step in the production can influence the
whole production chain and causes downtimes. The
reasons for failure are different, but a large part of
interrupts are caused by bearing faults. A study form M.
Wahler, an employ of SKF, described the different causes
of bearing faults, most of them are related to bad
lubrication and operation conditions like starvation or
aging effects [1].
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Figure 1: Causes of bearing faults [1]

Figure 1 shows the causes of bearing faults and their
occurrence expressed as a percentage. The ability to
determine the different unsuitable operation conditions
in a working process enables to counteract the faults. The
manufacturers can improve their production process
reliability by reducing unsuitable operations or by
changing the maintenance to an appropriate servicing.
Thereby a longer service life of machineries and a more
reliable production process can be reached.
To fulfill this task a measurement system is needed which
takes a look into the bearing and determine bad
operation conditions. BeMoS® is a sensor system based
on SAWs, which provides several possibilities to recognize
these conditions. It can easily be integrated by putting the
sensor elements on the outer bearing ring and provides
the cage speed, which is an indicator for slippage or
changes in the kinematic behavior, as well as an indicator
for the lubrication condition in the bearing, which can be
used to determine the distribution of the lubricant in the
bearing. Furthermore a temperature element is
integrated in each sensor element and can be evaluated
to predict overheating and generate an emergency stop
to save ambient parts.

Thus BeMoS® takes a look inside the bearing and provides
new possibilities to measure the operation conditions.
This leads to new opportunities in maintenance and
process optimization.

2. Fundamentals
2.1. Bearing Technology
The operation behavior of a bearing is related to several
influences, for instance the geometry of a bearing, the
rotation speed, the external loads, the temperature and
the lubricant. However during the working process all
bearings aspire to reach the elasto-hydrodynamic
lubrication (EHD or EHL). In this case the rolling contact
partners are separated by a lubrication film and have no
contact to each other.
Due to the rotation of the rolling contact partners the
lubricant is pressed between the rolling elements and the
raceway, which results in a rise of the pressure and
because of the pressure-viscosity-relation to a
tremendous increase of the lubricant vicosity. Beside the
changes of the lubricant in the contact region the rolling
contact partners are also deformed elastically. In this
process a preassure distribution is generated in the
contact region, which is similar to the hertzian pressure
distribution, as shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Pressure distribution and lubrication gap geometry in
an EHD-contact

The occurring lubrication film thickness is related to the
speed of the element surfaces, the viscosity, the viscosity
behaviour and density of the lubricant, the geometry of
the lubrication gap and the load of the contact. [2,3]
Through simulations and tests Dowson and Hamrock
derivid the equation of the minimum lubrication fill
thickness, which describes this phenomen.[4]
This is also given in the equation of the minimum
lubrication fill thickness

ℎ𝑚𝑖𝑛 = 3,63 ∗ 𝑈 0,68 𝐺 0,49 ∗ (1 − e−0,68∗K ) ∗ 𝑅𝑟 ∗ 𝑤 −0.073
The cinematic of the bearing elements also plays an other
important role in the bearing physics. It is necessary to
ensure pure rolling at the contact region and to minimize
the slide, in order to decrease the shear load in the
lubricant and shear stresses at the surfaces and therefore
ensure less wear of the tribological system. [5]
To garantee minimum slide in the contact region, slip in
the bearing has to be avoided. The slip rate can be
calculated by the difference of the theoretical and the
current cage speed.
𝑆=

𝑛𝐶𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑜 − 𝑛𝐶𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠
𝑛𝐶
= 1 − 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠
𝑛𝐶𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑜
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The cage speed is given by
𝑛𝐶 = (1 ± cos(𝜙) ∗
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By rearranging the equations a bearing parameter 𝜖 can
be created.
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This parameter can be separated into a theoretical one,
which is related to the bearing geometry and a
measurabel one, which is related to the current cage and
shaft speed. Inserting these two parameters into the slip
equation leads to
𝜖𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠
𝑆 =1−
𝜖𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑜
This slip equation can be used to valued the slip rate in
cylindrical roller bearings, and furthermore to value
changes in the cinematic of angular ball bearings or spindl
bearings. [6,7]
2.2. Surface Acoustic Waves
SAWs, in this case Lamb waves or Rayleigh Lamb waves
are an interaction of longitudinal and vertical transversal
acoustic waves. They are propagating in substrates, which
are limited in the thickness. At the boundaries the
longitudinal or transversal sound waves are reflected and
converted in each other. Therefore propagation angles
exist which provide the conversion from one to the other
type of sound wave in a matching manner that a
constructive superposition is created. These special cases
of propagation are called modes. The modes are in
general dispersive, that means the phase and group
velocity depends on the frequency of the wave and
thickness of the substrate. Additionally they are separated
in two main types, the symmetric and antisymmetric
modes, as shown in Figure 3.

example the contained frequencies, the amplitude of
periodic signal or the similarity of the modulations. [12]
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Figure 4: Mounting of the sensor elements and structure of the
transmission line

Figure 3: Phase velocity and displacement of the basic
symmetric and antisymmetric modes of steel

This division describes the displacement of the surface to
the middle of the plate, for example the symmetric modes
displacement is symmetric to the middle of the plate.[8,9]
In contact with a lubrication layer the propagation
behaviour is changed by overcome a certain lubrication
film thickness. This is caused by the transition of wave
energy into the additional layer. Therefore it becomes a
two layer system with an visco-elastic layer on top of an
elastic substate. [10]
Anonther influence of the propagation is caused by high
stresses in the substrate. It leads to changes in the stressstrain relation from linear to non-linear behavior, this
means higher order constants become visible. And
therefore leads to a fundamental change in the
propagation of sound waves which influences the
behaviour of the Lamb waves.[11]
2.3. Application of surface acoustic waves on bearings
By using special transmitter BeMoS® generates SAWs in the
outer ring of a bearing. These propagate circumferential
along the outer ring and are recorded by the receiver as
shown in Figure 4. The transmission of the acoustic wave is
influenced by the elastic and geometric properties of the
transmission line, in this case the bearing.
These properties change through the movement of the
bearing elements during the rotation of the bearing.
The transmission function of the acoustic wave is
modulated by each rolling element. This is caused by the
ambient lubricant at the rolling element and the
transferred force which changes the propagation and
transmission in manifold ways, as described previous.
Out of these transmissions characteristic signal values are
generated which indicate the change of the transmission
function, for instance the maximum amplitude. They are
recorded over the rotation of the bearing and result in a
periodic signal which is evaluated in different ways, for

3. Measurement Examples and Results
3.1. Slippage in a cylinder roller bearing
The used setup was built to apply different operation
condition on the testing bearings. It can build up different
load condition from 0 to 20 kN and rotation speeds from 0
to 15000 rpm. The setup is diagramed in Figure 5.
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Figure 5: schematic structure of the test-bench

The force was measured by the load cells and the rotation
speed is captured by a optical sensor element.
The measurement of the slippage behavior of the cylinder
roller bearing was done by constant rotation speed. At
first the high load of 1125 N was set and afterwards the
load was decreased step by step to 50 N. Each step was
kept for 10 minutes to come in an equilibrium state. The
Figure 6 shows the measurement result for different
rotation speeds. In low load regions a decreasing of the
measured bearing parameter 𝜖 can be observed, which
results in a high deviation to the theoretical 𝜖.
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Figure 7: Slip behavior at different operation conditions

In Figure 7 is also shown a maximum permitted slip rate of
5%. Slip rates below this level are acceptable, because the
harm of the surfaces are small, but slip rates above the
level aren’t suitable to the service time of the bearing.
The increase of the slip rate in the low load region was
approximated by a linear regression and the intersection
between the maximum slip rate and the linear regression
for each rotation speed was calculated. This intersection
marks are the minimum load which is needed to ensure a
proper operation by the respective rotation speed.
Figure 8 shows the comparison of the measured minimum
load and the guidelines from the bearing manufacturer
SKF and Schaeffler.
The guidelines of the manufacturers itself have high
deviation between the predicted minimum loads. The SKF
model of predicting the load is closer to the measurement
result than the model of Schaeffler, but it shows also
deviation to the results.
To reach the highest performance of the bearings,
especially by heavy cylinder roller bearings which have to
fulfil a wide area of load, a measurement of the slip rate is
necessary. The manufacturer models are a point of
reverence, but don’t use the full performance of the
bearing. With BeMoS® the full performance of the bearing
can be reached by suppressing slippage events and
enhance the lifetime. [6]
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Figure 8: slip measurement results compared to the guidelines
from the bearing manufacturer

3.2. Contamination of water
In an equilibrium state the modulation of each rolling
element in the characteristic signal values are equal.
Therefore each rolling element has a similar amount of
lubricant and generates similar stress in the outer ring,
the bearing is in a stable lubrication state. The
investigation of the signal frequencies shows only certain
frequencies which are related to the rotation speed of the
bearing. The noise floor has no dependency on the
frequency. It has a flat shape and seems to be white
noise, as shown in Figure 9.a.
If water gets into a bearing, the modulation of the
characteristic signal values differs from one rolling
element to another. The water changes the contact
region, the amount of liquid and the behavior of the
liquid. These changes in the bearing can also be seen in
the time signals and in the frequency spectrum, as shown
in Figure 9.b. The spectrum of water contamination shows
also the certain rotation frequencies, but additionally an
increasing of the noise floor at low frequencies.
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By using the equation of the slippage the diagram can be
transfert into the slip ratio of the bearing. Figure 7 shows
the result of the conversion. The cylinder roller bearing
has high slip rates up to 80%. This could lead to damages
of the surfaces and to a failure of the bearing.
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Figure 6: Bearing parameter at different operation conditions
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This increasing of the low frequency noise floor is
summarized in the following as the water parameter. It is
an indicator for water contamination in bearings.
The measurement was done on the same setup as
mentioned in the previous chapter. The setup parameter
was 200N load and 2000rpm. We examine the groove ball
bearing 6306-2R2R with sealing disks. One sealing disk
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was opened up by trilling to insert water. At the beginning
of the test cycle the bearing has a run in process for 30
minutes to get into an equilibrium state. Afterwards every
15 minutes different amounts of water were inserting.
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Figure 11: Changes of the bearing parameter caused by the pre
load and the rotation speed

The transient process is shown in Figure 10 on the left
side. Out of this course the maximum values of the water
parameter on each state are extracted and displayed in a
new diagram to examine the behavior of the water
parameter in this case. It can be seen in Figure 10 on the
right side, that the water parameter has a strong linear
dependency to the amount of water, and is a good
indicator for water contamination. In this case the
minimum detectable amount of water is about 0.1 ml and
corresponds to around 1% of the lubricant amount in the
bearing. Other test with Schaeffler also show a good
strong relationship between the water parameter and the
amount of water. The reachable resolution limit is
dependent on the application, especially on the bearing
and the used lubricant. [13]
3.3. Preload and kinematic in spindle bearings
The operation behavior and cinematic of high speed
bearings are an interaction of the applied forces and
torques to the resulting contact pressure. In the interplay
of the rotation, the forces and torques influence the
movement of the rolling elements. These values change
the position of the rolling element and leads to a new
trajectory and contact angles of the inner and outer
contact of the roller element to the raceways.
The change in the trajectory and the contact angles of the
rolling elements results in a change of the bearing
parameter by increasing rotation speed. Furthermore is
the modification of the parameter dependent on the load
of the bearing. In Figure 11 is the theoretical and
measured cage speed of a 7014 hybrid bearing with a
nominal contact angle of 25 degree compared with the
measured cage speed.
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Figure 10: Water parameter and the behavior by increasing
amount of water in an 6306 groove ball bearing

The diagram shows deviation between the theoretical and
the measured bearing parameter in a range from about
3000 to around 13000 rpm. Before and after this region
the deviation can’t be observed. In Figure 12 the
measured friction torque is diagrammed and shows a high
increase of the momentum by low loads in a region from
2000 to 12000 rpm.
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Figure 12: Measurement of the friction torque in different
operation conditions

This results correspond to the cinematic measurements.
The deviation of the loads 500N, 600N and 700N are
positive, that means the measured parameter is higher
than the theoretical one. In contrast to the measurement
series of high loads, these have no friction torque peak
and the deviation of the parameter is negative. The best
fit of theoretical to measured cage speed result at a load
of 800N. In which case the friction peak can be observed,
but seems to be suppressed.
Thereby it appears to be a cinematic effect which arise
the friction peaks. Possible explanations can be the
occurrence of slip in the bearing by low loads or the
difference in the shifting off the rolling element. Further
investigation has to clarify this task. [7]

4. Conclusion
The operation behavior of bearings is related to different
exogenous values, like the applied force or the rotation
speed. These exogenous values define the operation

condition of a bearing which has deal with it. In a normal
case these exogenous values don’t lead to damages or
faults of bearings, but if these values leaf the suitable and
predicted level, it will come to bearing failure. BeMoS®
surveys the operation condition and give the opportunity
to recognize these conditions, starting from slip events in
cylinder roller bearing which destroy the surfaces of the
rolling contact partners, via the change in the cinematic of
spindle bearings to the contamination of water in the
bearings. In addition to observing bad operation
conditions BeMoS® can give the possibility to react and
adapt the maintenance or to adapt the process
parameters to avoid the breakdown of bearings.

[7]
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Speed parameter; 𝑈 = 𝜂0 ∗
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𝐸 ′ ∗𝑅𝑟
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𝑄
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𝛼
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𝑣1
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semi axis ratio of contact region
Presser-Viscosity-Coefficient; [m²/N]
Dynamic Viscosity; [Pa*s]
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Reduced Radius
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Trajectory of the rolling elments; [m]
Rotation speed of the inner bearing ring; [rpm]
Bearing Parameter
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